InsightMaker Cloud Migration
Data Readiness Assessment

INSIGHTMAKER CLOUD
MIGRATION DATA READINESS
ASSESSMENT

Planning for a migration to the cloud includes understanding what data you will be migrating and what you will
be leaving behind. This helps you maximise the cost efficiency of your new cloud platform, correctly budget for
the required storage, and dispose of redundant and obsolete information.
An InsightMaker Cloud Migration Data Readiness Assessment brings clarity to your data migration
requirements. We install a local copy of InsightMaker, which is configured to run a crawl across the network
drives that you are considering migrating. InsightMaker will tell you what percentage of content is text and
break down all of your files by type. It will show you how much duplicate data you have and identify which files
are duplicates. It will also itemize content that hasn’t been edited in more than a set period.
Finally, it will tell you what information you have that is high risk because of PCI, PII or Personal Data contained
within it, allowing you to plan to migrate this content to a safe haven.
Up to 80% of your data may be unsuitable for migration to general cloud storage without remedial protections.
An InsightMaker Cloud Migration Readiness Assessment can significantly reduce the costs and risk associated
with a bulk unfiltered migration.
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What is involved?

INSIGHTMAKER
CLOUD
MIGRATION
DATA READINESS
ASSESSMENT

The whole process takes 11 days to complete,
plus any time required by you to commission
some infrastructure for us and to absorb the
findings of the report.
Preparation

Day 3

In the 2 weeks prior to the audit, you will be provided with
the specifications for the required infrastructure and will
carry out your change approval activities and commission
the environment. You will need to provide us with the
required access to your environments. This could be VPN,
remote desktop, or you could ship us a laptop.

Deploy InsightMaker and associated services.
Day 4
Configure the detection rules.
Day 5 – 8

Day 1
Architecture Workshop – here we discuss access to the
service, integration with your security services for
authorisation, and access control. We identify and scale
the source for the content to be indexed and analysed.
We write up the architecture in our standard format and
provide this for you as reference material.

Crawling / discovery of the source information and
enrichment with metadata according to the standard
detection rules.
Day 9 – 10
Generation of reports
Day 11

Day 2
Migration workshop – we figure out what information
constitutes current, useful content and what types of
information are appropriate to migrate to your new cloud
platform. We write up the requirements.

Report Playback Workshop - We explain the volumes and
age of different types of content and how much duplicate
data you have. We show what data is considered current
and valid for migration to inform your cloud planning
exercise.
Deliver reports and service shut-down.
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What do you get?

What are the benefits?

• Forensic examination and enrichment
of unstructured information
• Classification of current, out-of-date
and duplicate information
• Visibility of more than 30 information
metrics, including quality, quantity, and
usability
• Identification of high-risk PCI, PII, or
Personal Data
• Detailed file listings to support cloud
migration
• Overview reports for an at-a-glance
summary
• A playback workshop to explain our
findings

• Gain accurate insight into the scope of
cloud migration needed
• Build and prioritise a programme
based on statistical outputs
• Eliminate redundant and obsolete data
transferred to the cloud
• Cut cloud infrastructure costs by
catering for the right information only
• Helps to inform and optimise archiving
and disposal strategy
• 'Infrastructure-in-a-box' works in
existing cloud or on-premises
environments
• Quick and easy process
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SERVICE PRICE
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Product

Description

Price

InsightMaker Cloud Migration Data Readiness Assessment

Installation of the software and execution of the audit activities described

£15,000

Per additional source / 1TB of content

Crawl an additional source or scale to cater for additional TB of content

£5,000
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We are looking forward to investing further in
Aiimi’s cutting-edge technology. Working with
InsightMaker over the next five years will help us
deliver our services at maximum efficiency, right
across our business.
- Mark Froggatt, Head of Solutions at Anglian Water’s @one Alliance
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GET STARTED

Get in touch to find out more about how our InsightMaker
Cloud Migration Data Readiness Assessment can help you
at enquiries@aiimi.com
Learn more about InsightMaker here
View the service on Azure Marketplace here
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We believe
that companies
who win at data
will become their
market leaders
We are a tech company that specialises in information. We believe that
companies who win at data will become their market leaders, so we built a
software platform to make sure our clients are first across the line.
Put it like this: you know the way your company has a ton of data in clouds,
lakes, networks, computers and devices? We’ve found a way to organise it
and link it all together. The result is improved productivity, compliance and
privacy. Which is fine. But things get really interesting when our data
scientists plug their AI solutions into the platform to drive amazing insight
and incredible automation. That’s when you get real competitive
advantage. That’s when you start to win.
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www.aiimi.com

